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Seattle Shuttle
Contracted by A. S.
By Lori Gruber
Staff Writer

The Associated Students of
Eastern Washington University
have recently entered into a contract to provide bus service between Cheney and Seattle for $12
round trip or $6 one way.
The "Eagle Express" will be
leaving the Pence Union Building
Friday afternoons at 4:00, allowing a ten minute grace for tardy
passengers,
and is scheduled to
.~·· ........, ' · .tY-4 · '· "· ., . ~" ,~ . . .. ~:;·• k.
zxJ.~'*'"/':,·.::<~-:t~:v.: · ·\ }i
arrive at tbe Seattle Greyhound
RIDERS ABOARD THE "Eagle Express" which leaves for Seattle on Fridays at 4:00 p.m. roun
-bus
station at 10 p.m. The bus will
t~~-~-~~ for the six-hour ri~~L~9.~ts J.12.
.
leave Seattle at 4 p.m. Sunday
and return to the PUB at 10 p.m.
Jim Wallingford, vice president
of the ASEWU, said that the
The survey titled "Student Atticial Affairs Committee.
dent's attitudes toward the alservice
will run throughout
tudes Toward Budgeting Activity
Students in the Marketing Relocating of student activity fees.
spring quarter on a trial basis. If
Fees" turned out the way the
search Department, under the
Results of the survey showed
successful, the service will be
Associated Students expected,
direction of Dr. William Wynd, Intercollegiate Athletics is not as
continued next fall.
not the way the administration
prepared the survey on student
big as the administration would
''This is strictly a money makhoped for, according to Mark Nyattitudes about budgeting activlike it to be.
ing projec;:t for the A.S., " said
sether, Chairman of the Finan·ity fees.
Wallingford. "We will be earning
"'the survey wasn't done in
"Beginning in January, the
fifty
cents on each one way ticket
vain," commented Nysether, "If
survey took the whole quarter to
sold and one dollar for a round
Fredrickson comes out with difbe completed," said Nysether.
trip ticket. This money will then
ferent recommendations, I'd like
"We made sure it had a low
be redistributed into other A.S.
profile so students wouldn't be to see what he bases them on.
projects.''
Wfve got ours, so what is he·
biased." Nysether said the A.S.
The service is being provided
had nothing to do with the plan- going to validate his budget on?"
by
a Wenatchee charter firm, a
A motion for dismissal of the
ning. The whole tqing was drawn
Nysether
feels
that
athletics
·
sma11 company that has provided
discrimination suit brought by
up by Wynd's class and himself.
should
not
be
allowed
to
take
·
a
similar service for Central
Radio-Television department
Student service and activity <S
over
the
S&A ouaget. ··1 think
Washington
University students.
professor Lea .Ward against R-TV
& A) fee money is used to fund a
Frederickson
is
losing
the
conTo break even the Eagle Exchairman Dr. Howard Hopf and
wide variety of activities. These
cept
as
to
why
students
go
to
press
needs to carry fifteen pasEWU will be made tomorrow.
activities were grouped into five
It's·
a
learning
process
school.
sengers per busload. The bus can
The motion is based on Ward's
broad ca tagories; Fine Arts, Stuwhere we try to provide an
carry a maximum of forty pasalleged failure to exhaust the
dent Services , Intercollegiate
assortment
of
things,
not
only
sengers. Only one bus will be
school's appeals procedures beAthletics, Student Clubs; and Soathletics."
available for use during the
fore filing the suit in Spokane
cial Activities.
The survey, according to Nyquarter and tickets will be sold on
Superior Court, according to .
Student Services rated higher
sether,
was
done
randomly
by
a first-come-first-serve basis.
John Lamp, assistant state attorin the survey than did Interscientific
means
to
justify
what
Tickets can be purchased at the
ney general who represents Hopf
collegiate Athletics, much to the
the
A.S.
does
in,
budgeting.
and the school.
surprise of the administration,
Ward's suit charges Hopf and
according to Nysether. The rest
EWU with sexual discrimination
of the survey_ turned out to be
in connection with her spring 1977
what both he and the adminidismissal as a probationary ap- 1 stration expected. For example,
_pointee to the department.. _ _J
among the Student Services the
The suit, filed last December,,
Magic Bus and the PUB rated
seeks unspecified damages and
By Kathryn Korewick
highest, which was what they
each member of the A.S. Cabinet.
an order reinstating Ward as a
News Editor
Associate
hoped for, Nysether said.
He refused to elaborate on how he
probationary appointee. It . §Jso
The main purpose of the survey
seeks injunction against the alIn a suprise move March 'n,
was to help with the budgeting
evaluated the officers.
leged sexual discrimination,
Associated
Students Attorney
procedure for next year. NyseDupuis said when he asked
In her complaint Ward stated
General John Dupuis resigned his
ther felt that Frederickson is
Tomson why he was no longer
Cabinet position, citing the best
she was told both orally and in
going to push for more money for
needed, Tomson replied he had
writing by R-TV chairman Hopf
interests of student government
the Athletics Department and try
heard that Dupuis had been
and his desire to be freer to
and the university that her procopying his office hours and
to increase the amount each
actively support his candidates
bationary contract would not be
passing the information on to
year. In order for athletics to
for A.S. President and Vicerenewed because she didn't hold
undeclared A.S. Presidential and
receive more money, there have
President. The resignation took
a Ph.D. in radio-television.
Vice-Presidential candidates Ron
to be cut-backs in the other areas
effect at·s p.m. that afternoon.
Ward holds a masters degree in
Weigelt and Fred McDowell.
of student activities·, such as DraIn a statement given to the
both philosophy and radio-telema, Magic Bus, dances, and con·
Tomson had received that inforEasterner, Dupuis said he arvision.
certs.
rived at his decision during
The university has no requireAccording to Nysether, apspring
break, following a discusment that any employee of the
proximately $517,000 is how much
sion with A.S. President Jeff
R-TV department hold any spethe S & A has for budgeting next
Tomson as to whether he would
cific degree as a condition of
year. "That's about $30,000 less
retain his post.
employment or probation.
than the $550,000 we had for this
According to his statement,
The only R-TV member holding
year's budget," said Nysether.
Dupuis
said he had received a
a Ph.D. is Hopf.
The less money is from a lack
le.tter from Tomson during finals
Ward was hired under the
of enrollment projected at Eastweek
last quarter advising him
probationary contract in the fall
ern for next year. "All the
an
evaluation
had been done on
of 1975 and is now working under
departments asking for more
his job performance and that his
a one-year contract which specifmoney push the budget requests
services
were no longer required.
ically precludes any rights to reup to approximately $800,000,"
Dupuis
said he and Tomson
employment or non-renewal of
reported Nysether, "Now we
talked over the evaluation. When
employment.
have even less money to give
asked.how
and when he had done
Officers of the Faculty Senate,
them.''
it,
Tomson
said he had been
which usually handles faculty
Nysether said he is going to try
watching Dupuis during the
appointment disputes such as
to relate the A.S. budget recomquarter.
When asked about the
Ward's say the professor didn't
mendations to the results of the
evaluation, Tomson said a simiapproach them about her proba~urvey in May. The A.S. is going
lar one had been conducted on
tionary status dismissal. ·
to budget according to the stu~

Spending AffltUdes Polled·

Dismissal
Reqllested

PUB Information Desk.
''The buses are in good condition and are operated by competent and experienced drivers,"
said Wallingford. "There is a
dinner stop in Moses Lake at a
McDonald's and another stop at
the Greyhound station in Issaquah."
There are rules to observe
during the trip, Wallingford ad. ded. Smoking will be confined to
the back of the bus and alcoholic
beverages are not allowed. Baggage may _be limited at times,
and passengers are instructed to
have their baggage tagged for
indentifica tion.
The travel time for the trip is
two hours less due to fewer stops
and there will be a saving of
$19.95 off the current Greyhound
bus price. One way return tickets
may be purchased from the
driver in Seattle, but Wallingford
suggests that these tickets be
purchased in advance.
"This is a great deal for everyone and the public is welcome to
take advantage for the charter
service provided by the A.S,"
said Wallingford. "We anticipate
a good response from Eastern

students and hope to continue the
service next fall and may expand
it by adding another bus. "
Nineteen passengers became
the first to make the CheneySeattle run last Friday. Round
trip ticket holders returned safely to the Sunday night.
For more information, contact
the A'. S. office in the PUB.

Atty. Gen. Resigns

Supports A.S. Hopefuls
mation from A.S. Speaker Paul
Berendt and A.S. Vice President
Jim Wallingford, Dupuis said.
"What does recording office
hours of the A.S. President have
to do with letting me go as A.S.
Attorney General?" Dupuis asked in his statement. When asked
the question, Berendt asked how
such recording was part of Dupuis' job as Attorney General,
adding that he did not think
Dupuis was trustworthy.
Dupuis maintained throughout
the interview he was loyal to
Tomson, and said Tomson finally
conceded he'd made a mistake
and tore up the letter dismissing
Dupuis.
Dupuis said he thought things
over during spring break, and
decided to resign his position.
"Now I will be free to support
people who plan to run this
spring," he added.
Dupuis said he and Tomson are
on cordial terms ·and he will
remain involved in student government.
Dupuis is currently a member.
of the Evaluation of Administrators Committee and president
of the EWU chapter of Young
Republicans.
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Leg. Debates
Big Sky Issue
Opposition to the idea of EWU joining, or being
invited to join, the Big Sky Athletic Confere~ce
favored by EWU President H. George Frederickson, appears to be growing within the Associated
Students Legislature. And while some members do
not object to Eastern joining the conference, they
qualified their support by saying they don't want to
see other programs sacrificed for Big Sky.
A.S. Speaker· Paul Berendt reported to the Leg.
that Big Sky has no women's sports or baseball in
the conference and said the conference "would not
be as beneficiai as many would have you believe. I
can't see it being beneficial to women's sports, nor
to many of the minor men 's sports.'' Berendt added
that he had-b~en calling different members of Big
Sky and had been getting negative reactions.
'' The University of Montana and Montana State,
which have the largest budgets, were the most
negative, " Berendt said. " Montana State has the
lar.gest athletic budget---$1 million---and was questioning how much longer they'd be in due to the
expense." Other Big Sky mem~ers con~cted. by
Berendt included Northern Arizona Umvers1ty,
Idaho State and Boise State.
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS Legislature as it discusses the important issues of where to meet during
At this writing EWU has not been asked to join
Spring Quart~r.
the conference, 'a nd it is not yet known if it is
eligible. One of Big Sky 's
rules according to A.S. President come from somewhere else (otIn other business, the Leg.
.Jeff Tomson, is that athletes
her than S&A fees.)" Agreed
approved the arrangements by
who've attended college for more
Mark Nysether (No. 11): " We're
A.S. Vice-President Jim Wallingthan four years are ineligible.
not interested in sacrificing other
ford in securing a contract with
Zack Lueck fr,o:-8) said he was
programs for Big Sky." .
the Wenatchee Charter Bus Line.
not against EWU joining Big Sky,
Legislators stressed the time to
Under the contract, the A.S. will
although he opposed "A.S. sheltake a firm stand against Big Sky
provide a round-trip bus service
Members of the Northwest As- and private schools on the seling out more than the $150,000
is now, although they acknowbetween Cheney and Seattle, with
they (athletics department) alsociation
of Schools and ~olleges
condary and post-secondary leledged the BOT can override
only two stops. A round-trip
ready get. We should decide if we
will
be
on
Campus April 10-12 as a
vel.
them. Nonetheless, Lueck obticket would cost $12 and be two
can afford to fund it, or we should
final
part
of
Eastern's
ten-year
The primary purpose of the
served: "It's easier to stop a
hours faster and $19 cheaper than
write letters to the Big Sky
primary
accreditation
review.
ac:creditation process is to insure
rolling stone before it sl!irts
Greyhound.
Board, saying the money must
13-member
team
of
eduThe
credits from the various instirolling."
Wallingford told the Leg. the
ca tors from other colleges and
tutions will transfer from one
Wenatchee Charter Line would
universities in the west will be on
school
to another.
break even if they carried 26
campus
to
evaluate
Eastern's
·riders. Any more th'a n that numacademic and institutional prober, Wallingford said, would be a
grams.
50-cent profit per extra head for
Dr. Robert Chick, Oregon State
SELF CONTAINED S:UDIO AP~RTMENTS
the A.S. he said he imagined this
University dean of students, is
extra revenue will go into the A.S.
White American's ignorance is
FURNISHED, WITH KITCHEN
the member specifically evalugeneral funds ,
near the heart of the controversy
ating all aspects of student serAll Utilities Paid
The Leg. also heard a report
From $110-$130
surrounding
Indian fishing rights
vices, including health, social acfrom Denver Parmenter, adagreed
the
spe:,1kers
~t Tuesday's
tivities, housing and food serministrative
assistant,
regarding
opening
panel
of
Indian
AwareCO.NTACT PINEHURST M0117EL
vices, and student government.
the possibility of using Sutton
ness Week here.
Chick will be available to talk
Hall
as
a
"
viable
alternative
to
Most whites view the issue as
235-6792
with any student who wishes to
Louise Anderson Hall (as a constrictly ·economic--white commeet with him in room 3-B in the
vention hotel)." Parmenter said
mercial fisherman versus Indian
Pence Union Building from 1:30A.S. must have something else to
in reality the
fisherman--when
3 :00 Tuesday afternoon.
offer should they oppose LA being
issue is one of cultural survival,
Eastern had its last full acconverted to a hotel, and that
Puyallup tribal member
said
creditation review in 1968.
Sutton, once fixed up, had certain
Gloria Bean.
The Northwest Association is a
possibilities.
EWU History Professor
voluntary organization of public
Michale Green agreed, but he
also noted that legal complexities fuel the controversy.
Tacoma Federal Dist. Judge
George
Boldt's 1974 decision alWe've remodeled and
lotting half of Washington's salwe're more fresh and
mon
and steelhead catch to Inmore beautiful than ever.
dians was an attempt to clarify
fishing rights originally negotiCome see all our new spring
RA
Selection
Workshop
ated by Washington's Gov. Isaac
arrivals and try out our new
Stevens
in the mid-1850's, Green
carpet.
still has openings
said·.
In those treaties Indians relinquished thousands of acres of
APPILICATIONS AT THE
their prime land in return for
"postage stamp size" reservaMOUSING OFFICE
tions and for permanent hunting
Open: 10 to 6 Daily
~
and fishing rights, Green ex12 to 6 Saturday
Y>
plained.
The Washington State Supreme
Court ruled Boldt's decision unconstitutional but it was later
upheld by the 9th Circuit Court of
· Appeals.
The decision may again be
challenged, in the United States
Supreme Court, on a " narrow
constitutional question" stemming from the fact that Indians
weren't citizens at the time of the
Steven's treaties but since they
now are the decision allegedly
gives them preferential treatment over other citizens, according to Green.
F
The whole controversy is chaWe're in PWB 2A
racteristic of the way Indian
rights have been "Whittled away
3rd week Spring Quarter
through the ignorance of people
and institut ions,'' commented
Colville Confederated Tribes
Chairman, Mel Tonasket.

Accreditation For
Eastern Next Week

FOR RENT

Panel Priobes
Fishing Rights

Ms. Moustache is
brand new again.

INTERESTED IN RA
POSlililO~ NEXT' YEAR?

(J/)s.

· ~~~

DEADLINE APRIL 14

The IK Used Book Sale
. Lets you buy used texts
from other students and/ or
sell your old· books at yol:Jr
.
own price.

.
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Democratic Deputy Chairman '

Police Beat

'Singing Carter's Praises'

Two ten-speed bicycles were reported stolen from the basement of
Dressler Hall after spring break. Sandra Miller reported her $100
bicycle stolen sometime between December last year and March 27.
The combination padlock and chain were stiJI in the area. Hossein
Moini, also from Dressler, told Campus Safety his ten-speed had been
stolen sometime between March 15 and March 30.

***
Campus Safety responded to a report of a person apparently
suffering from an insulin reaction in the Pence Union Building March
24. According to the report, when Campus Safety arrived at the scene
near the food service area the victim was being fed oranges and soft
drinks by three bystanders to reverse the effect of the reaction.
The victim refused to be taken to the Student Health Center for
treatment. He was finally ~aimed down by his girlfriend and she
accompanied him into the eating area of the PUB.

"'"'*
Pearce Hall resident Clark Allen Veach was stopped by Campus
Safety for speeding down Elm Street, March 29. Although Campus
Safety has no jurisduction over moving violations on city streets the
because students
officer said in his report he felt action was necessary
I
crossing the street had to jump to the side of the road to avoid Veach's
auto. No citation was issued because of the lack of jurisdiction.

•••

Grounds Supervisor Dennis Fox reported to Campus Safety that
three trees had been uprooted by Kingston Hall March 22. The
estimated replacement cost is $125 for each free.

•••

Janitor John Griffin reported someone had thrown a brick through
the window of one of the outside ticket booths at the Pavilion, April 2.
According to the report, there were three holes in the window and
bricks from the nearby construction site were strewn in the area.

Unemployment, inflation, the
dent there were "no more than
Singing the praises of the Carnine blacks in the top 250 execu- decline of American cities, the
ter administration, Ben Brown,
tive positions," he said. Now world economic situation, the
deputy chairperson of the Demothere are-40 " minorities" in that Middle East and energy were
cratic National Committee, adother topics Brown touched on,
category.
dressed a small audience in the
assuring
his audience that PresiBrown cited numerous blacks
Kennedy auditorium March 30.
holding key positions in the Car- dent Carter is making progress
Speaking on "the new political
ter administration and said these and improvements.
dynamics in America and the
"People ask what happened to
people are dealing with things
implications for Black Ameriimportant to the nation as a the civil rights movement," said
cans," J:Srown said the "new dynwhole, not just issues which Bro~n. "The civil r ights moveamic thrust" of American policoncern blacks . By placing ment has gone to the governtics, led by fellow Georgian
blacks in top level positions ment. It has become the human
Jimmy Carter , has allowed
(Andrew Young and Patricia rights movement. "
Americans to regain confidence
Brown ended his presentation
Harris were examples), Brown
and trust in their government lost
saying,
''The challenge is still
said the United States has gained
during the Watergate era.
credibility in the third world ahead of us. The struggle is never
Brown traced the roots of this
nations which control valuable over. The privileged have a rP-new thrust to the civil rights
natural resources that our future sponsibility to teach and share
movement of the '60's (which he
knowledge.
is dependent on.
was actively involved in) that
prick~d the conscience of the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
nation. He said the economic
opportunity act, which was a
direct result of civil rights action,
required community action plans
and brought people, particularly
in the South, together. It was this
experience from which the "New
South" leaders emerged. Carter
took advantage of this situation
and based his campaigning on
this coalition, Brown said.
Before · Carter became presi-

e

ICO

Eight coupons just for you and good at .
any of our locations.
In SPOKANE: N. 220 Howar9, S. 1228

cu
Grand, N. 5312 Division, N. 2410 Monroe.
In COEUR D'ALENE: 7th & Sherman.
In CHENEY: 723 First.
"'1978 OMNI FOODS. IN 1

A L L COUPONS VA L lJE 1/20 CENT

r~g. 85¢ ·each

ToStida

Soft Meat

Special ·

Burritos
Ground beef, cheddar cheese and sauce'<=-::=-:
rolled in a big, soft flour tortilla.

Bring Coupon April 20-26

Fruit
Empanadas

reg. 1.25 ea.

Cbalupas
Incredibly deliciou s, super-sized, super taco bulging with seasoned ground beef, sour cream ..cheddar cheese and lettuce in soft shell.

Bring Coupon April 13-19

.
---------------~--------------------------------'

reg. 99¢ ea.

Bring Coupon April 13-19

-----------------------------------------------reg. 52¢ ea.

Crunchy

Combination

Tacos

Burritos

Bring Coupon April 6-12

Delicious tostada served with a small order
·ot spicy Mexi-Fries and medium soft drink.

Soft

Freshly made plump, fruit-filled pastry
·tortilla turnovers. deep fried, sprinkled with
sugar and cinnamon. Choose from cherry,
apple, or blueberry.

Seasoned ground beef, refried pinto
beans, cheddar cheese with sour crea·m
rolled in a big, soft tortill a.

19

Bring Coupon April 20-26

---------------------~--------------------------reg. 49¢ each

...

Easterner

tr=-,=-=~

The M ejican Sandwic h! A crunchy corn tortilla
stacked with ground beef, cheddar c heese, sh redded lettuce and fresh tomato.

Bring Coupon April 6-12
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Diplomat in Residence

Credits for Symposium U.S. State Dept. Approves
Several departments will be
offering credit for the Women's
Studies Symposium, "Challenge
to Tradition," which will take
place on Friday and Saturday,
May 5 and 6, according to Women s Studies Director , Pat
Coontz .
Participating in the one-credit
program are the English, History , Psychology and Sociology
departments.
The Symposium will bring together laypersons and faculty
members from Northwest institutions of higher education who
will meet and disseminate information concerning their recent
endeavors in research and scholarship in the interdisciplinary
area of Women s Studies.

There will be 15 coordinated
panels and workshops which will
discuss topics including Women
in Arts and Sciences, Women in
History, The Changing Nature of
the Family, The Challenge of
Feminist Literary Criticism, Female Sexuality and Health, Women Under Stress, Women and
Politics, Women and Work in a
Technological Age and Historical
Perspectives on Women's Roles.
The keynote speaker on Friday, May 5, will be Florence
Howe, professor at the State
University of New York.
Those interested in attending
the Symposium for credit should
register by April 7.
For further information, please
call the Women's Center at 3592847.

Eastern Washington University will become
home-away-from -home next fall for a diplomat
from the United States State Department, the
Eastern's Government faculty was recently notified .
Government's Dr. Ernest Gohlert said his department has received ,word that its application has
been accepted for the State Department-sponsored
"Diplomat in Residence Program" which places
high-ranking, senior Foreign Service officers on
college campuses as visiting professors .
Participation in the program is a "mark of
distinction" for the university, according to Gohlert, since EWU will be one of only about 12
universities nation-wide to be accepted for the
program yearly.
Garnering the honor of hosting a diplomatteacher was more than just a university affair,
Gohlert said. The process began last February
when the progrnm 's head, Carlton S. Coon, came to
look over the EWU campus and ended up looking

This c?upon _is good for$1.~off ~e regular price when you order
a l6-1nc4 Pizza Haven pizza with two toppings of your choice.

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

EW

restaurants
Limit one pizza
per coupon.

"Our new major/minor international affairs
program was probably very important in their
decision," he ~aid. "Also the existence of minority
students and programs was of interest to them
because they are actively seeking more liason with
minorities, native Americans in particular."

BOT Hears Survey
Results By Students

-~--~-------------1
I

I

over a lot of the Inland Empire.
" He talked with representatives from the comrnunity , faculty, administration, students, other
universities and both the Spokane and Cheney
mayors' offices," Gohlert said . "He was quite
impressed with the total atmosphere."
Gohlert said the new professor will have a "high
profile" with his or her activities ranging from
lecturing, teaching and career advising here to
possible guest appearances in Spokane and at other
area schools.
·
Besides the campus and community atmosphere,
the State Department and Coon were attracted by
several other factors at EWU, Gohlert noted.

I
I
I
I

.....~---'
value l /20c.

.-......,_

Everybody likes to save money.
And just about everybody likes
to eat p~. Now you can do
both at the same time. Just bring
the gang, a howling appetite and
this coupon into Pizza Haven.
We'll give·you a lot to eat at a
littler price.

An overview of the survey of
student attitudes on allocation of
student fees was presented at the
EWU Board of Trustees meeting
March 30 by student representatives of the marketing class
conducting the survey.
Results of the survey showed
students preferred using service
and activity fees for student
services rather than funding·athletics. (See front page story for
results. )
The survey was conducted by
the Marketing 411 Research class
under the direction of Dr. William Wynd.
The su'rvey was requested by
Associated Student Legislature
Financial Affairs Chairman
Mark Nysether to 1) determine
how students want their tuition
fee money spent, 2) to determine
the degree of knowledge about
how much tuition money goes for
student services and activities,
and 3) to determine student
attitudes about a possible addition to the Pence Union Building.
In other business, the board
approved a proposal by the EWU
Alumni Association to reissue
any alumni's diplomas from
Eastern in the name of Eastern
Washington University. The .only
cost to the alumnus would be the
cost of printing the new diploma
and research time spent to use
the same wording as the original
degree.
Trustee Bruce Mc.Phaden opposed the proposal on the ground
he felt the alums would be getting
something they hadn't earned.
EWU Executive Vice President
Phillip Marshall, acting in the
absence of President H. George
Frederickson, said a recent arti-

cle on nepotism in a Spokane
paper was in error in some areas.
"I don 't believe we have a
problem with nepotism .here at
Eastern,' ' Marshall said.

Past News Directori
Dies of Illness
Henry R. "Hank" Koslowsky,
65, recently retired news bureau
director at Eastern died March 25
at his home in Spokane after a
prolonged illness.
During his 18 years at Eastern
Mr. Koslowsky served in public
relations, media logistics, publicity, and communications.
A Spokane resident for 26
years, Mr. Kowlowsky retired
from EWU in November. A former Central Valley High School
teacher and radio KZUN news
director, he also served 12 years
as secretary-treasurer of Spokane Public Relations Council.
Mr. Koslowsky was a member
of the Inland Empire Sportswriters and Broadcasters and the
Public Relations Society of America.
· A veteran of World War II, he
attended the University of Southern California and was graduated
fromEWU.
He is survived by his wife,
Foreine, at the home; a son,
Marg Koslowsky, Spokane; two
sisters, Mrs. Grace Wylie and
Mrs. Rosemary Trites, both of
Mill Valley, Calif., and two
grandchildren.
The fa_mily suggest memorial
gifts be sent to the American
Cancer Society, Spokane Unit, W.
508 Second, Spokane 99204.

Phi Chi Theta
in conjunction with

FOSTER & MARSHALL
PRESENTS AN

INVESTMENT SYMPOSIUM
Kingston Hall Auditorium
Tuesday, April 11th - 11 a.m.- 1 p.m.
Cheney 326 First 235-8484 • Spokane W. 621 Mallon 327-1581

All Are Welcome to Attend
* FREE COFFEE & DONUTS *

Thursday, April 6, 1978

Conference Center

Decision Due Soon
The University Conference and Activity Center Feasibility Committee is overdue on its decision about the feasibility of using a residence
hall for a Conference Center.
The committee decided at the March 31 meeting to allow the
Associated Students Legislature to view the committee's proposal
before it is submitted to EWU President H. George Frederickson.
A.S. committee representative, Denver Parmenter, presented a
draft of his proposal to the committee giving his reservations on the
use of Louise Anderson Hall for the Center.
Parmenter presented his draft at the April 2 A S. Legislat e
meeting.
In his draft to the 1eg_is1ature, Parmenter said the University's first
concern should lie with the education and welfare of its students.
He also said the statistics and data presented to the committee has
been poor and reflects the lack of accurate and comprehensive
information.
A financial impact statement of the proposed conference anfi
activity center was presented by Russ Hartman, Business manager
for the university and chairman of the committee.
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Speakers Slated
"Minority Women and tht
Law" will be the topic of the April
10 panel discussion at the Women,'s Center at 1 :00 p.m. Anita
Dupris of The Native American
Legal Center in Spokane and
Lydia Simms from the Affirmative Action Office, City of Spokane, will head the panel.
On Tuesday, April 11, at 12
noon, Nila Chilton from Employment Orientation-Career Chang,
will discuss the process of finding •
employment in today's competitive job mark~t.
Tuesday evening, at 7:00, a
panel discussion will addres the
topic, "When I say No, I feel
Guilty." The discussion will be
led by Jim Yates and Sue Shaden

from The Center for Psychological Services. The panel will meet
in Pearce Hall.
Returning Women will meet
every·day, except Tuesdays, at 12
noon, for a sack lunch program at
the Center.
Everyone is welcome to these
programs. The Women's Center
is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m every
day. Activities include informal
discussions, study groups, sacklunch programs, guest speakers,
information on contemporary issues and scholarship data.
The Center is located at 114
Monroe hall. For further information call 359-2847.

ow

PUB Post Office
Hours Extended
Office hours of the Pence Union
Building Post Office have been
extended to include two hours in
the afternoon.
The new hours are 9:00 a.m.12:30 p.m. and 1 :00 p.m.-3: 00
p.m.
The extension of hours was due
in part to a petition circulated· by
Associated Student's Presidential hopeful Ron Weigelt and his
supporters and in part to an effort
by PUB Director Curt Huff to
provide more service for the
students.

SELF GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
Yes No

D
D
D

D
D
D

A QUIZ FOR YOU

I find it easy to concentrate.
When I study, I retain all I read.
I am a self-confident person with a good self-image.

If you can't 1mwer "yes" to all three questions this ad is for you.
Self Hypnosis Cassette Tapes
o Self Confidence
$11 .04 (Includes Tax)
o Perfect Memory
$11.04
o Concentration
$11 .04
$11.04
o Pounds and Inches
N. 1613 Division Street

Phone: (509) 326-5900
GIVE US A CALL
ALSO:

Regular classes available - including "Creative lmagerv Through Self-Hvpnosis" and
"Pounds and Inches."

e iversFree
Daily After 4pm

Poorhoys
Cold.

.CHENEY ONLY

Sanwiches
235-6193

624-4901

DAILY
1.49
1/2 Sandwiches

li'IOUR
Mon. - Fri.
·2-4
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Pizza
and
Softdrinks
LUNCHEON SPE.C l~L

Ali'TITUDE ADJl!JSTMENiT

35c Scooners
1.50 Pitchers

.

\.1,.

PHONE

235-6193

1 - 14
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Kong vs. Kids
Any who attended last Wednesday's free A.S. showing of
" King Kong" in the PUB Multipurpose Room, were either greatly
disappointed or pre-adolescent.
Screams from the collected voices of tons of grqde-school
kids seemed to drown out the roar of the great ape on the
screen, making the two-hour-plus movie less-than-enjoyable
for the few EWU students ~~o stayed to watch, if they could
first, get in .
The people were packed to the rafters. One couldn't even
find standing room if they wanted it.
Most would agree, it's kind of hard to enjoy a film, when the
audio track is punctuated by hundreds of screaming , shuffling,
coke-spilling, chair-moving kids, who are attending a film to get
away from Mom and Dad.
Last Wednesday evening's showing of 'Kong' was a noisy,
over-crowded, safety hazard for all involved.
,
But the unpleasantries associated with last Wednesday s
viewing isn't the only issue. The question has to come up; "Why
are people, other than EWU students being allowed free
admittance to A.S. free mov ies?"
The students of Eastern Washington University are paying for
these "Freebies" out of their tuition, through the service and
activity fund, (so actually the movies are far from f~ee).
If Cheney grade-school, (and high-school students, for that
matter). want to attend free A.S. sponsored movies, they should
be expected to pay for their admittance, or in the case of last
week's over-crowded disaster, not be admitted.
Extra monies gained from their admittance could only benefit
the AS. movie fund. Maybe in this way, a repeat of last week's
"Kong Rape" can be prevented. After all, we are paying to
enjoy our movies.--R.S.
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FACULTY FORUM

.O n Getting Educated
sure you like it. After all, your
friends say they don't like it.
But getting an education is
learning about things of which
you know nothing, discovering the beauty in something
you thought you didn't I ike. So
attend, and attend with a
mind open to new ideas, now
sounds, new sights. It is an
important part of your total
. education.
If you are planning on
graduate school, let me warn
you, there are a lot of very
bright, hard working students
at the big schools receiving
first rate educational experiences. And one of the motivating forces spurring them on
is the competition of their
peers. Opinions vary as to the
desireability_ of student competition in education, but the
. fact remains that there are
students who perform very
well in a competitive climate.
That competition is not as
The student must learn how
evident at Eastern, so students
must fifl.& other motivations to
to take advantage of the
excel.
resources available at.Eastern.
I see frequently at Eastern
In terms of total students and
students who are brig.ht
total classes taught, the faculty
enough to work at wel I below
is understaffed and overtheir capacity and still be at
worked. But in terms of challenging intellectual exchange,
the head of the class, still
making A grades. But they are
the faculty resource is vastly
under utilized. We, the faculcapable of so much more.
Unfortunately they don't learn
ty, would be delighted · if
their mistake until they take
students would start really
probing our minds instead of
the Graduate Record Examination or go off to graduate
asking the usual questions
inc.e ssantly, ("How am I doing
school. Common errors include such things as signing
so far?" or "Whot should I
study for the next exam?")
up for 26 credit hours, or
Eastern offers many low enscheduling four straight mornrollment courses where the
ing lectures. Okay, .so you can
pass
six classes, did you do
opportunity for this probing
and intellectual exchange is
justice to them or merely get
gigantic. But in most cases the
them written on your t~aninstructor must drag the stuscript?
Don't wind up
dents forward almost, it
with a diploma and very little
seems, against their will, like
education except survival
skills.
donkeys refusing to go
another step.
So it is my opinion that you
Nowhere is the under utilican get as good on education
zation of resources more apat EWU as you can anywhere
parent than in student attenin the world, if you want ·it,
dance at public lectures and
and if you utilize the resources
concerts. Admittedly, the numavailable to you. What's more,
ber of such events in recent
the effort need not consume
years at Eastern has been emyour life, eight hours. a day is
barassi ngly low, but even
sufficient, no more than the
these have been dismally
average job. But you must
attended. The recent piano
start on the first day of the
concert by Anton Kuerti is a
quarter and not wait for
case in point, a concert that
mid-term examinations. So
was one of the musical highyou can do it and have all the
lights of my life. Mr. Kuerti
free time you need.
gave masterful readings of
·~doubt that this advice will
some of the greatest piano
miraculously change the edliterature, but half of the seats
·ucational climate at Eastern.
were empty. In New York City
The faculty, in all probability,
those seats would have been
will continue to be an under
utilized resource. But for those
at least $10 apiece, and you
students who really wish to
could have been there for
excel, the opportunity is availfree. Perhaps you feel that you
don't know much about clasable.
Robert Gibbs
sical music, and you are not
Physics Department
that fraction can be an enormous education for the determined student. By analogy,
if you need a drink of water,
you don't need the Mississippi
River, the local creek will do
fine. Of course EWU cannot
ofter the wide variety of
educational options available
at larger universities but we
are very good at what y,1e do
offer.

A.S. Amusing
One had only to attend the Leg . meeting Monday afternoon for
confirmation that spring had come to EWU. Never mind the week's

bad weather. The silly season had arrived in full force, and a
number of trivial incidents dragged adjournment time till past six
o'clock.
Amusing, for example, was the meeting schedule AS. Speaker
Paul Berendt drew up. No meetings were scheduled for the
dorms--it was too noisy, he said, between the elevators and
conversations and ping-pong games. But apparently the Speaker
thought it would be a great way to generate enthusiasm for
student government by holding one meeting at noon in the PUB
Multipurpose room.
Where everyone is chewing, chatting and cramming? A meeting
held in a dorm would be peaceful. Not to mention, of course, the
fact that most Leg. members and the Easterner would have to ditch
a class to make it.
Berendt also proposed holding a meeting at the Theta Chi
Upsilon fraternity house, likening it to a dorm. The living room size
was brought up, and Zack Lueck offered to hold a meeting in his
living room (In Spokane?) Phil Werschler was all for outdoor
meetings. (In this weather?) Jennifer Boulanger wanted all the
meetings held i.n 121 of the PUB. However, after much discussion,
it was determined that other groups had a prior claim on 121.
This little incident was not the only thing of its kind to crop up
Monday. Howe.ver, a suggestion is in order: If they hadn't wasted
so much time·of legislative business, they could have taken care of
all the spring follies and adjourned at a respectable hour. To
consider such 'things as the Big Sky athletic conference and
alternatives to LA Hall being turned into a convention center
dragged the ·meeting on ... and on ... and drove the leg. to hasty
debate . and
hurried
votes
on
where
to
meet.
---K.K.
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gestions.
The single most important
factor in achieving a quality
education is the genuine desire 9f the student, and this
factor dwarfs all others. There
is little that a faculty or an
institution can do to help the
unmotivated student, or to
hinaer the motivated one. You
get as good an education as
you work for. That is true at
EWU as it is at Yale or
Stanford.
The faculty and facilities at
Eastern are of sufficient quality to do the job. The knowledge represented by this
faculty is immense. A single
student in four years can
achieve only a tiny fraction of
what is avai Iable here. But

Thursday, April 6, 1978
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Improved Calendllr?
Do you think this quarter's calendar is
an improvement over last quarter's?
Sally Schermerhorn, Junior, Home Ee.; "It's an improvement, not much but they're getting better."
! i> ( •••

Linda Miller

·Bear Lambert, ·Soph., Undecided; "It's much easier to read the dates.
John J. Randall, Soph., Undecided; ''Last quarter's didn't bug me much as far as I'm concerned a caiendar
is just that-a calendar."
Bud _G~is~r, Soph., 1.T.; "I feel that it isn't much of an improvement. I think that the purpose is contrary
and 1t 1sn t as easy to read as it should be. It stands out too much on the wall, an eye sore. Maybe more
browns and softer colors.''

-

Karen Williams, Junior, Theatre; "Well, at least the numbers are in order, and everythings not scrambled
around."
·
Laurie O'Hare, Junior, Special Ed.; "The design of the calendar is imaginative--but the days of the week
are still _!11issing .. .I guess it gives you something to do when you're bored! "
Sylvia Lund, Freshman, Undecided; "The knee's too bony! Whatever happened to shorts and sexy legs?"
Phil Black, Junior, Pre-architecture; "I think it's better."
Bear Lambert

Lin~a Miller, Senior, Recreation and Park Adm.; "Not as good as the fall quarter's calendar but definitely

an improvement from last quarter.

Phil Black

·

Sylvia Lund

John J. Randall

Karen Williams

Bud Gaiser

LETTERS
has made the trip to Kansas City.
Recent efforts have been made by
President Frederickson and the Board
of Trustees to upgrade EWU's athletic
program in many aspects. It would
seem foolish to carry out these

Replace Krause?
Dear Edl1or:
Over the past four years here at
Eastern, I developed into a rabid
basketball fan. As a result of my
spectating each season I was convinced that the Eagles were the best
team in the Evergreen Conference.
These were teams that lost only five
home games in four years. Only three
games have been lost in the pavilion-all to Central Washington.
My disappointment reached a high
point recently, when our team foiled
to qualify for nationals for the fourth
time in my four years here. With this
amazing home record, one fact seems
apparent. Eastern has consistently
been out-coached at season's end. All
four years that we have foiled, Central

my fears to rest. Right here before my
eyes lay the best of worlds, and Dr.
Pongloss has taught us that "all is for
the best in this best of all possible
worlds." And as Goethe wrote "the
best is good enough."
Barre McNeil, IMC

expansion plans without searching for
a replacement for Dr. Krause to guide
Eostern's basketball team to greater
achievements. This would be a welcome change from the annual disappointment we hove come to expect
in recent years.
Sincerely
Scott Heimbigner

EWU Best of Worlds
Dear Editor:
My goodness. I must tell you how
you have made my day! How terribly
reassuring it is to know that here· at
Eastern we have conquered that nasty
little problem of the '70's--sex discrimination (indeed, did it ever even exist
here??). I hod been occasionally
puzzled and slightly anxious until now
and am gratified to know that I can put

Bravo to Janitors
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this time and
opportunity to thank all the janitors
who worked so hard over Spring break
to shine up all the floors in the PUB. I
was astonished and amazed to be able
to see my bright and shining face in
the floor. Perhaps Tawanka could take
lessons from the janitors to get their
dishes as sparkling!
My hat is off to conscientious and
hard working souls who labored and
toiled so selflessl_y while we were out
playing in the sunshine.
·
Bravo men, to a job well done,
Jason Williams

Cancellation Problems
Dear Editor:
. '· am upset by the recent cancellation of the Crusaders' concert. Not only
did I purchase advance tickets, but I
dro~e all the way from Spokane only
to find out that it had been cancelled.
Why weren't ticket holders informed
earlier?
.
If Eastern students can't generate
enough enthusiasm to support a
concert on their· own, why doesn't the
concert committee look into co-sponsori ng events with other area col leg es
or universities? Maybe, by doing this, ·
w.e could avoid the cancellation of acts
due to lack of ticket sales. We could
also sponsor bigger and better acts.
Perhaps with the combined effort of
several schools we could utilize fac ilities in the Spokane area, such as the
Opera House, which would a lso help
to draw more of an audience from the
Spokane area.
Musically yours,
John Charles
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No·t Shy

Egan's Sound Is Catching
If you' r e one of the millions of
people · who enjoy the s m ooth ,
ultra-tight music a nd ha rmonies
of F leetwood Mac on their las t
two a lb ums , you ' re gonna ' e njoy
this one .
It's the second album for Mr.
Walte r Egan, called Not Shy, and
it's full of the same kind of slick,
infectious music that gives Fleetwood Freaks their highs.
Egan released his first album,
Fundamental Roll, about a year
ago . It was an a lbum that showed
promise, and it almost made it. It
held on in the FM markets on the
credabi lity of a few songs, but fell
after a month or so.
That won't ha ppen to Egan on
th is album. Where he just
scratched the s urface on the first
LP , he digs deep on Not Shy.
Every song on the disc is good,
and every one possesses a unique
mixture of energy and smoothness, that most artists can't even
come near. Every guitar riff is
right on, every bass note a nd
vocal bop in the righ t place .
T he total sound is ver y tight
and very reminiscent of F leet-

A Drama Student works on a backing for The Frog Prince, just one of
the presentations in Eastern's Fine Ar ts in Repertory, 1978. The
Repertory opens on April 20 with Cosi Fan Tutti.

Theatres Are Hard At

Work On 'Repertory
Eastern s University Theatre
and Music Theatre are now
working on the Eastern Was hington University Fine Arts in Repertory , 1978.
The Repertory cons ists of Cosi
Fan Tutti, an opera by Mozart,
four one-act plays and The Frog
Prince, a musicaJ for children by
The Brothers Grimm.
The firs t presentation in the
Repertory wiJI be Cosi Fan Tutti,
an opera by Mozart. The opera
will be produced jointly by the
Eastern Music Theatre and The
University Theatre.
The opera produc tion will be
performed by a theatrical cast of
6 and a c horus of 18.
Music director for the opera is
John A. Duenow . Staging Director is Gene L. Engene a nd Technical Director a nd Designer is
Norman C. Boulanger. John LoPiccolo will conduct.
The Gala Champagne Opening
of Cos i Fan Tutti is scheduled for
April 20. Subsequent performances are in the University Theatre
a nd are for reserved seating only.
Curtain is at 8 p.m.
The Fine Arts in Repertory wiJI
also present four one-act plays
inc1uding The Apple Tree-The
Diary of Adam and Eve, a
musical com edy on April 21 and
- May 4 and 20. Blazing Guns at

Roari ng Gulch , a western m elodra ma , wi ll be presented on those
nig hts also.
On Apri l 28 and May 12, Fine
Arts in Repertory will present No
Exit, a n existentialist comedy
a nd 'fhl' America n Dream, an
abs urd ist comedy. All one-act
plays are at 8 p.m . in the
Univers ity Theatre.
Las tly the presentation of The
Frog Prince, a musica J for children by the Brothers Grimm will
be presented April 22, 29 and May
6 at Eastern's University Thea tre . An ensemble of 9 actors
make up the cast for this presentation which is adapted and directed by Carmen Farley.
Subsequent productions of The
Frog Prince wiJI be on May 13
and 30 at the Spokane Civic
Theatre and July 5 through July
15 at the Spokane Riverfront
Park. In August the production
wi ll go to the America n Theatres
Association Convention in New
Orlea ns, Louisiana.
Performance time for The
Frog Prince at Eastern's University Theatre is 10:30 a.m .
Tickets for Fine Arts in Repertory performa nces are available by calling 359-2825 in Cheney
or the toll free number from
Spokane is 838-5271.
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Film: Indian, PUB, 1 p .m.
6-8 Dance Presentation : Just Gotta Dance, Dustin Dance Theatre, 8 p.m .
6-14 Exhibition: Victor Land Webber Photography Exhibition, EWU Photo Gallery , 8-5
p .m .
Program: KE WC-FM 89.9 Rock Monoliths, Emerson, Lake and Palmer-Brain Salad
April 7
Surgery, 9 p .m .
.
.
April 7
Recital: Connie Sands, Senior Violin Recital, Music Buildin[
cital Hall, 8 p.m.
April 7
Dance : Sponsor Corp Dance, PUB, 9-12 Midnight
Movie: The Apple Dumpling Gang, PUB Multipurpose Room , 2 p.m.
April 8
April 8-9 Movie: The Spy Who Loved Me, PUB Multipurpose Room, 7 p.m.
April 9
Recital: Shawn Wright/Cathrine Heilsberg, Voice Recita1, Music Building Recital
Hal1, 8 p.m.
April 10 Program : KEWC-FM 89.9 Album Spotlight, Walter Egan-Not Shy, 8 p.m .
6

10

April 11
April 12
April 12
April 12

April
April
April
April
April
April
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Recital: William Woodworth, Graduate Oboe Recital, Music Building Recital '
Hall, 8 p.m.
Lecture: Artist Slide Lecture, Don Johnson, Art Building 116, Noon
Movie : Thunderball, PUB Multipurpose Room, 7 p.m., Free!
Recital : Student Recital Music Building Recital Hall, 3 p.m.
Recital: Mark Lane/Lois Cornils, Joint French Horn Recital , Music Building Recital
Hall, 8 p.m .
OFF CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Play: 6 RMS RIV VU, Spokane Civic Theatre, 8 p.m .
Show: Big Horn Sportsmen's and Gun Show, Spokane Interstate Fairgrounds
Program: An Evening of Portraits, Davenport Hotel Arena, 8 p.m.
Contest: Old Time Fiddle Contest, Central Valley High School, 9 a.m.
Dance: Spokane Jazz Society, Nostalgia Night, Convention Center, 8 p.m.
Exhibition: Lakeside Studio Print Exhibition, Administration Building Gallery,
Gonzaga University, 10 a.m.
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6-14 Exhibition: Group Show of Seattle Ceramics, EWU Gallery of Art, 8-5 p.m.
6-30 Exhibition: Natalie Paul, Jewelry Exhibition, PUB Dove Gallery, 8-5 p .m.
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WALTER EGAN'S NEW ALBUM Not Shy, will be presented
next Monday Evening on Album
Spotlight. Tune in to FM 89.9 at 9
p.m. for this new album.

SIHIDlillllll"··············-·.....
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kind about s urfing and rfding m
your car on a hot s ummer day .
E gan says his music is about
South e rn Cali fornia fanta s ies.
But it doesn't matter what it's
a bout...It's comfortable.
So comfortable in fact, that I
would1'.}'t be at a ll surprised if this
album took off and sold as many,
or more copies than Rumours .
Now tha t 's what you call Not Shy.

wood Mac . But ther e is a rea son
for tha t.
Lindsey Buckingham of F leetwood Ma c fa m e , produced the
a lbum w ith Egan a nd he also
plays a very wicked guita r on the
disc. tevie Nicks is als o on the
a lbum , in fact, s he seems lo sing
back-up on at least half the songs .
Even though the credits on the
a lbum jacket do not mention her
as a contributing artist, her
presence is obvious.
Almost every cut on the album
is strong, w ith a nice, smooth,
harmonic fee . Magnet and Steel
has a nicely arranged., .male and
female vocal trade-off. Finally
Find a Girlfriend has a bouncy
back-up vocal arrangement and
The Blonde in the Blue T-Bird,
(probably the best tune on the
album) is a melodic, summertime tune, with Stevie Nicks
singing back-up vocals that easily compa re to any of her work on
'Mac' a lbums.
Not Shy, exhibits the kind of
summertime mus ic one· would
play with the windows rolled
down, cruising down a hot road.
Egan has the sam e knack for
writing innocuous songs that the
Beach Boys a nd others had . The

By Ra y Spanjer
E ntertainme nt Editor
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U-100
"THE SPY WHO LOVED ME"
SHOWING THIS WEEKEND
April 8 & 9

Starts at 7:00 in PUB
(Sunday Matinee at 2:00

The Easy
Insulin TM

Ultralente® $4.40
Semilente® $4.40
NPH
$4.40
Lente® $4.40

®.

SQU1BB

Owl Pharmacy
Cheney
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New Programs and Staff

KEWC-FM 89.9 Back
Eastern Washington University's FM campus radio station,
KEWC-FM has undergone a facelift over the Spring break. The lift
includes a whole new management team and some refinement
of programming features of the
station.
The new General Manager of
K.EWC is Ms. Kristi Koon, who
takes the position after two quarters behind the helm of the

carrier current station on AM .
She is a 20 year-old R/TV major
from Walla Walla, Washington.
Ms. Koon is optimistic about
the upcoming quarter of broadcast. "We've got a whole new
management stracture, new student talent and some new programs this quarter", she said.
" We'll be trying to program the
best possible entertainment for
the students of Eastern" .
The new FM Station Manager,

this quarter is George Tabbut, a
freshman R/TV major. He takes
over the position after a stint as
Assistant Music Director of the
station. " Our main objective is
getting the students to star t
paying attention to the new staff
and programs we have at the
station" , George said.
Jeff Blakely is the new Program Director at KEWC-FM, and
is responsible for the programming features of the campus
station . " We've refined the Night
Flight programming features
that we have aired in the past,
and moved them up, to what we
feel, is a more listenable time" ,
he said.
Night Flight features are to be
aired at 9 p.m. every night.
KEWC-FM maintains a 19 hour
broadcast day, running from 6
a.m. to 1 a.m ., Monday thru
Friday and a 13 hour broadcast
day on Sunday from 12 noon to 1
a.m.
KEWC-FM has a student staff
of approximately 25, and programs a rainbow music format,
which includes portions of Progressive Rock, Jazz, Country and
Western, Easy and Soul music.
The station also programs
news at five minutes before the
hour and inserts pertinent campus information within every
shift.
Other plans for KEWC-FM this
quarter include a tee-shirt design
contest, in which a student can
win three albums for turning in
the best artistic logo for KEWCFM 89.9 tee-shirts. "More information about the contest will be
broadcast over the station in
coming weeks" , said Station
Manager Tabbut.

KEWC-FM'S NEW MANAGEMENT personnel, Jeff Bl~kley, Program Director, [L] Kristi Koon, General Manager and George
Tabbut, Station Manager, are kicking their way onto the airwaves.
KEWC-FM resumed broadcast last Su'nday.

David Bowie has completed his new film, Just a Gigolo with
Marlene Dietrich and has begun his first U.S. tour in two years. The
first date of that tour was March 29th in San Diego..... .Rumour has it
that Greg Allman is discussing Allman Brother reunion plans with
several other members of the band ..... Leo Sayer is working on a new
one with producer Richard Perry. Leo says he wants to get away from
the disco and start getting back to the more rootsy stuff.... .Heart's
new /old album Magazine should be in the stores within a week or so,
along with the new ones by Jethro Tull, Paul McCartney, and Carly
Simon ..... .A few concerts planned for the area in the near future.
Foghat is going to be in the Spokane Coliseum on April 20. Ted Nugent
will be in the Coliseum on May 13 and there is a possible Bob Welch
concert planned for E;astern this quarter.

FOLK
GUll'AR
LESSONS
*

The University Dance Theatre
Production of Just Gotta Dance
will open April 6 at Dustin Dance
Theatre, Phase 2, Eastern Washington University, next to the
EWU Special Events Pavilion .
The University Dance Theatre
will present in-concert works of
jazz, modern dance, and ballet.
Among the works included in
Just Gotta Dance will be the Blue
Danube by Strauss, romanticallr
inte rpre ted through s ty lized
waltz movements choreographed
by Edie Bucklin and Leonard J.
Fowler, ballet master from New
York. Works of jazz will include
Time Cube with music by Sheldon. Linda Lincoln will dance a
modern dance interpretation to
the music of Feelings by Albert.
A highlight of the evening will
be a live performance by the
Eastern Washington University
Percussion Ensemble with the
dancers in a presentation of Five
Dream Sequences, a modern
work done to music by Ross. The
EWU percussion ensemble is one
of the finest percussion ensembles in the nation, having placed
first in the 1977 Western States

KEWC-FM is locate<} at 89.9 on
the FM radio dial. The 10-watt
station, which serves the EWU
campus and Cheney, resumed
broadcast last Sunday and will
continue broadcast through May

Percussive Arts Society Competition, and having outranked the
best ensembles from California,
Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, New
Mexico, Oregon, Texas and Utah.
Co-directors of the dance producti on are Edie Bucklin, Assistant professor of Da nce, EWU;
and Artist in r esidence, Leonard
J . Fowler. Lighting design and
special effects are by Norman C.
. Boulanger, Chairman of Drama,
EWU . .
Dancers are: Jolene Byrum.
Kevin Davis, Kirk DE;Long,_Greg
Garbarino, Eric Gros, Joanne
Jaynes, Kathy Kinnear , Linda
Lincoln, Dale Millard, Lyn Neil,
Sally Quinby, Saimecra Redeker,
Margaret Russell, Allan Spaulding, Kathy Tomich and Stan
Wilkerson.
Percussionists with the EWU
Percussion Ensemble are: Mike
Bento, Bryan Bogue, Glen
Gurnard , Mark Ivester , Jim
Munzenrider and Tom Wakely.
Performances of Just G~tta
Dance will run April 6. 7 . and 8 in
the Dustin Dance Theatre tickets
are $2.00 and EWU students
are free with a pass from the
PUB Information Desk.

26.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save m on ey on your brand n a m e
hard and soft lens sup plies. Send
fo r free illustr&ted cuta log.
CONTACT LENS SUPPLY
CENTER
34 1 E. Camelback
Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Reg. 109.95

Beginning GuitaT

Model No. AB 1205

'Finger Picking

'1

Call Evenings 1-239-4492

University's Just Gotia
Dance Opens Tonight

RCA 12" Black
and White T:V.
Sale Price 89.95

* Pattern Picking
* Voice Accompaniment
* Music Theory

"KEWC-FM needs student input"; said General Manager
Koon. "Because KEWC-FM is the
stu'dent station, they should be
interested in what we can do for
them''.

-·

Dancing with Dance Theatre is Kathy Tomich, a student at Easter n.
University Dance Theatre will open with Just Gotta Dance tonight i·n
the Dustin Dance Theatre, Phase II, Eastern Washington University,
next to the EWU Special Events Pavilion . The Spring dance concert
will run for three evenings, April 6, 7 and 8. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Spring Quarter Intra-Mural Leagues start the week of April
10th. Bowl 8 weeks-$2.00 pe,r wk. 4 on a team, can be all
gal s, all guys, or mixed .

T.V. Rentals and Service

TOWN & COUNTRY T.V.
317 1st Street

"GETTING LUCKY"-Grand Champs Winter Quarter. Del
Groat, Butch Guest, Scott Johnson, Lenny Luck.

235-6122

CHOICES: Mon. American Le-ague 9:15 p.m.
Tues. National League 9:15 p.m.
Thurs. Continental League 4 p.m. or 9:30 p.m.

GRAND ROLL O!FF on Thu<rs., June 1st will include 1st and
2nd place winners of each league and 2 wild card teams.
TROPHIES to all 1st and 2nd place winner s, and high game
for both gals and guys.

Get Your Team In Now!
CALL BUT.CH GUEST 235-8281 or CHENEY BOWL 235-6278

CHENEY BOWL

Simple interest car loans at 00 tt~1!Jt~t:lil'i

FOOS BALL
POOL
PIZZA
SANDWICHES
AIR HOCKEY

1706 2nd

BEER AND WINE
PIN BALL
Ph. 235-6278
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EWU Nine, 7~3

Eagles Power
To Early Wins
The har d-hitting Eastern
Washington University continued
their fast start with an 11-9
conference victory over Western
Washington last Friday.
The Eagles, who upped their
recc,rd to 7-3 overall and 1-0 in the
EvCo, banged out 12 hits including two home runs.
Clutch hitting in the late innings was the key to the win, Jim
Flannery's two-run homer in the
bottom of the eighth proved to be
the winning runs.
In the home half of the seventh,
after falling behind 6-5, EWU
came up with a four run rally to
take control. Tom Zuber led off
the inning with a triple and
scored on a Flannery single. Bob
Hoggins, who slammed a four
bagger in the first inning, laid
down a sacrifice bunt to move
Flannery to second. Hot hitting
catcher Ja~k Flannery was intentiona1Jy walked and Tim
Gaebe followed with an infield
single. With the bases loaded the
Western hurler tried a pickoff
play and the throw ended up in
center field scoring Jim Flannery
from third. Tim VanDorn ripped
a single up the middle, his third
hit of the game, scoring the final
tworuns of the . inning. EWU
added insurance runs in the next
inning, Zuber getting things
started again when he drew
base on balls and stole second
base. Jim Flannery cracked his

a

second homer of the year for the
winning scores.
VanDorn led the way in the
hitting department, going three
for four with two RBI's, while
Jim Flannery, brother Jack and
Zuber each picked up two hits.
Skip Hall garnered his third
win against no losses in relief of
starter Randy Muffick. The fireballing righthander raised his
strikeout total to 19 in 17 innings.
During the spring break Eastern hit the road for a season
opening nine game-five day trip.
The Eags got off to a fast start,
coming back with a 6-3 record, a
6-0 mark in NAIA play.
The Flannery brothers swung
the hot bats, Jim finished the
series with 13 hits and 12 runs
scored for a team leading .448
batting average. He also stole
four bases in five attempts. Jack
Flannery was close behind, coming up with a .429 start to go along
with 12 RBI's. Both Flannery's,
Gaebe, Don Herman, Mick Jackson and Bob Hoggins each smashed a home run, six home runs in
nine games, while all of last year
the Eagles could manage only
three.
The two pitching stars on the
trip were Muffick and Hall. Muffick posted a 1.26 earned run
average while picking up a pair
of wins. Hall started and completed two games, winning both, and
striking out 18 and dropped his
ERA to a low 2.57.

"'Will Kuh lman photo

Jim Flanners homerun swing provided winning margin against Western.

Trackme_n Post Easy WinS
By: Brien Lautman
Sportswriter
Take a complete sweep of the
field event c.ompetition, add in
some powerful middle-distance
and long distance performances
and you come out with an East- .
ern Washington University Men's
Track Team that totally dominated the second running of their
own meet (The Eastern Washington Invitational) at Edgar Brown
Stadium in Pasco, last Saturday.
The Eagles literally overpowered anyone and everyone in
the field events as ~teve Quigley
and Vic White led the way with
each picking up two ·victories
•.each.
Both Quigley and White, however, had to stave off their own
teammates enroute fo their vietories as the Eagles placed 1-2 in
nearly all field even.t s. Quigley
outdistanced teammate Pat
Spooneir in the shot put with a
heave of 50'6", while Spooner fell .
just short with a throw of 48'2".
Quigley turned right around to do
the same to Steve Lindsley in the
discus event, letting the dish fly
151'-0. Lindsley was second at
146'-5".

Sports CalendGr

Other outstanding field event
performances come from Cory
Edwards in the hammer-throw,
as he winged _the ball and chain
138' -4' ' , while Eagle pole-vaulter
Paige Sagan was over the bar at
15-0 to capture that event with
ease. His next nearest competitor
was far below at 14 even. .
"I am pleased thus far at our
progress," said head Coach Jerry
Martin. "We really had some
outstanding performances, last
weekend especially in these field
events."
Field events, however were not
the only place in which the
Eastern men could excell as
EW's Dave Butler can attest to
after leading a trio of Eagle men
to a 1-3-4 finish iri the 800-meter
run, Butler cruised in at 1:54.5,
while teammates Jay Manning
(l:54.7), and Tom Richards (l:
57.4) followed close behind.
In the intermediate hurdles it
was Andrew Newing the front
runner · with fellow Eagle Tripp
Ritchie second as the pair cruised
to times of 53.8 and 55.1 respeclively.
Eastern's Steve Jurich captured the grueling 10,000 meter
run event in a time of 31: 33.2,
with EW's Jesse Briones ·a distant fourth at 32:37.6. In the -1500
meter event EWU placed second
and third as Steve Stageberg
(3:59.3) and Randy Taylor (4:
01.5), followed close behind Portland's Rich Hunz who glided
hoine in 3:57.6.
For Eastern it was an outstanding start to another undoubtedly successful track sea4

White also ran into some stiff
competition · from teammate
George Hodges in the long-jump
VARSITY BASEBALL
_as the pair battled it out. White
Friday -' April 7 - EWU vs. Central Washington - Cl-9) 3 pm
eventually won the duel by a
Ellensburg• Satu1 day -April 8 - EWU vs. Central Washington (2-7) - 10
mere two inches, jumping 24'-0,
a.m. - Ellensburg• Wednesday - April 12 - EWU vs. Washington State
to Hodges 23'-10". White, his
Cl-9) - 3 p.m. - Cheney
springs obviously warm, also
WOMENS TRACK
won the high jump with an outFriday - April 7 - EWU vs. CWU & SFCC - Spokane
standing early season effort of
GOLF
6'-10", which leaves many people
Tuesday - April 11 - University of Puget Sound Invitational : Tacoma
to speculate how high can White
Wednesday - April 12 - University of Puget Sound Invitational jump this spring?
,----~--------------------~~:;..;;;.;;;..;;;;.:;:.:,;;~-----.....- -.....- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Everyone's

and Robert's hos an expanded selection of Tennis equipment
irJcluding:
·
CLOTHING:
Racquets from _

$8.95

$21.95

Dresses from
'

Presses from

_$1.99

Shorts from . _ ···-------- ,, ______$9.95

Covers from

. $2.99

Shirts from

.. ·-· --~8.99

PLUS: Track flats, spikes and warmups
Nike Canada Quick Track Spikes

-- _ _ $12.50
Limited Selection

Fast, professional Service on all racquet restringing
5% Discount To Students Presenting Registration Cards

1

ROBERT S SPORTS
502~ First

Rohrer ;

Places 8th

..

Led by another outstanding
performance by Jan· Rohrer, the
EWU womens gymnastics team
captured eighth place in the
recently completed NAIA nationals at Colorado Springs.
The Eagles posted a score of
127.65 . while national champion
Centenary College of Louisiana
scored 140.00.
Rohrer, EWU's All-American
performer finished with a 7.65
individual score, good for eighth
place in the balance beam.

·W omen Sweep

liennis•..

Playing

son, and according to Martin
even the weather couldn't. hold
them back.
" We're ahead of where I
thought we'd be at this time, even
with the bad weather", said an·
elated Martin. "I feel our upcoming meet this weekend will be ·
an interesting one, but like I said,
I am very pleased with our performances thus far and am confident we will do well Saturday."
The Eagles will host a quadrangle meet this Saturday on
Woodward Field with the University of Idaho from Moscow, Central Washington University of
Ellensburg and Spokane Falls
Community College, starting at
1:00 p.m.
According to Martin the U of I
will present the most problems
for his team this weekend.
" Idaho will definitely be our
toughest competitor," he said,
"but Spokane Falls and Central
will be the ~termining factors
between U$ and Idaho. It should
be interesting." .

235-8414

•

EWU's women's tennis team
got off to a strong start last week,
sweeping three matches.
The Eagle's posted wins over
Whitman, 7-2, Idaho ·5-4 and
wallopped Spokane Falls 8-1.
· Leading the way for the Eagles
were four performers who swept
their competition in individual
matches. Linda Horn, Janet
Martin, Rosemary Chubb and
Vicki Hutt all went through their
matches undefeated while Chubb
remained undefeated in doubles
play as well.

CHESS
LESSONS
BEGINNING TO EXPERT

Opening Middle
and End Game

Theory
LEARN BY

DEMONS'mATION

AND ACTUAL PLA•Y
Cell Evenings 1-239-44?2

1
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Sorrell Gets New Start At'EWU
By Liz Viall

The air crackles as the loudspeaker calls ;teams to the starting blocks. The crowd waits
quietly for the teams to take
position, and for the gun to fire.
Quickly, the relay begins, and the
women, representing six different colleges, strain to pass eightinch batons to th~ir teammates.
Suddenly, the last let starts. One
figure, in the red and white color s
of EWU, sprints. In the last 110
yards, she outdistances the
competition, and flashed past the·
finish line.
The woman in the Eastern
track suit is 21-year old Lisa
Sorrell. Sorrell is from Tenino, a

small Washington town, . but has
been to many larger places in her
twelve-year track career.
"I started running races at
recess in fifth grade," Sorrell
· said. "It was always fun to beat
all the boys.''
Sorrell became a runner from
that point on. "My dad always
loved it,' ' she said, smiling.
' 'There are five kids in our
family, four boys and a girl, and
I'm the only one who really went
out for sports."
..
Sorrell raced in 50 and 70 yard
dashes during junior high, and as
a freshman in high school beca~e a member of Tenino's first
girl's track team.

-\

Nevada at Las Vegas and trained
"I'd like to keep running as
while going to commumity collong as I can. There are usually
lege. She ran with the UNLV
lots of open meets,"· she said.
track team at meets but repre"Today, the best woman in the
sented no school.
world at a quarter mile is 32
Her running, however, wasn't
years old. That means I have a lot
up to par, and Sorrell looked for a
of good years left."
change of scene. She then applied
to EWU and was accepted fall of
1975.
This year is Sorrell 's third year
at Easter n, and her track
emphasis has shifted to the quarter mile. " I'm not a very good
starter, and that doesn't matter
. in the 400, " she said.
Showing that the switch didn't
to March 25th
hurt her, Sorrell turned in the
fastest time in Eastern's foureMove in on Special Closestate region last year for the 400.
Out Prices. 40%-60% off
The time of 55.1 seconds was also
srp.
Sorrell 's· personal best.
• Top Grade Tournament
Sorrell said her goal for the
Rackets
coming season is to get her time
and our pitching·. Now its just a
down to below 54 seconds. "I'm
ma t.ter of getting some weather
eLIVE DANGEROUSLY! Try
never satisfied," she said. "I
out the string job that
and being able to get outside."
always set my goals too high."
has been banned by the
The Eagle J.V.'s will be at
Sorrell, a B-average student,
International Tennis Fedhome this Saturday for a doublespends
about
12
hours
a
week
eration. Demo's . on loan
header against North Idaho Coltraining.
"Winter
is
the
hardest
for 24 hours. Hurry!
lege of Couer d' Alene at 1 p.m.
quarter," she said. "Spring we
• Professional Craftmanship
slack off because of competiStringing. 24 hour sertion."
vice. Best selection of
EWU's women track team,
GUT and NYLON strings
consisting of about 15 students,
in town .
will compete in about 15 meets
this year. Sorrell believes that as
Fresh from a season opening
a whole the team is improving,
win in a four way,meet with three
'
but more women could turn out.
top teams, the EWU Women's ..
" I don't see why more women
track team prepares for a triat Eastern don't go out for
angular meet this Friday in ·
track," she said. "We have all the
Spokane.
facilities and good coaching."
The Eagles easily defeated
Sorrell explained that in woWashington State 72-48 with Idamen's track the competition is
ho and Flathead Community Colmuch stiffer, but a person learns
lege finishing out the field .
quickly where she stands. "It's
"We're strong in a number of
dog eat dog," she said. "We
areas but especially so in the
aren't split into college, univerrelays," Wilkins said. "I think
sity, or junior college divisions.
our 440 team will take regionals
EWU competes against UCLA. "
and our 880 medley team looks
Last year, Sorrell flew to Los
strong too." Members of those
Angles for nationa• competition.
relay teams include Lisa Sorrell
For 1978, the nationals will be
and Jamie Day. Kathy Mayheld in Knoxville, Tennessee.
'
berry, currently recovering from
" I'd certainly like to go," Sorrell
a foot injury, hopes to be in comsaid simply.
petition soon . .
For Lisa Sorrell, the im"Along with the relays, our
mediate future holds EWU's red
1708 E. 18th Ave.
sprint teams will be tough also,"
and white warm-up sweats and
534-9197
--W ill Kuhlman photo
Wilkins said. She has reason to
numerous track meets, but after
Lisa Sorrell
feel that ,~ay though as Day and
college?
Shelly Hammock, relay team .._......;;....__________......______.......__......;__.______a...;_......._ _~ -.......- - -.....--t
members also run the sprints.
Wilkins found another area of
ETA PHI CHAPTER
strength too. "We had three girls,
Cheryl Wishert, Marcy Seagans
Of
and Cheryl Barney all go over 16
feet in the long jump,'' Wilkins
reported.
''I didn't really get serious until
my senior year," she said. "As a
junior, I placed third in the
competition in the 220. I started
training hard to win."
Training paid off, and Sorrell
blazed her way through state
competition her senior year. She
won both the 100 and 220 dashes
and set new state records doing
so.
''After that, I decided I was
sick of running, so I didn't go to
college," Sorrell said, "but my
job wasn't working out. I looked
for something else."
Sorrell followed her high school
track coach to the University of

SPRING
TENNIS
SALE

JV's Drop Opener
The Eastern Washington University Junior Varsity baseball
team opened their 1978 season
last Tuesday in Spokane with a
4-3 11 inning loss to the Spokane
Falls Community College Spartans.
According to first-year Eagle
Coach Deith Snyder, however, a
win was not necessarily what the
EWU J. V. 's were look'ing for.
" I was really pleased with how
we played," he said. "heck, this
is only our second time out, if you
· want to count our inter-squad
game,'' he added. ' 'I think we
played well considering."
Eastern managed an early lead
behind the two-run single of
'
Randy Stevens in the second
inning after· the Spartan pitching
had yielded a walk to Steve
Baxter and a single to Brent
Groethe to set the stage for
Stevens' timely hit. The Eagles
were ,on tbe board again t~o
innings later ~hen catcher Mark
Farr doubled and then scored on
an error giving EWU a 3-2 lead.
But it was a short lived margin
as SFCC roared back with a
home-run from power hitter Jeff
Witt an inning later, to knot the
game at 3-3 and send the contest
into extra innings that saw SFCC
wrap it up with a successful
sacrifice bunt from Jim Floyd
that scored Bob Buckenburger
from second base.
"We haven't really had a
chance to work on any situations,
commented Snyder. "This is
what really hurt us out there,
especially on the final J?lay of the
game,. but on the whole f was
really plea~ed with our defense

Women's Track
Preps For Meet

THE
RACKET

SHOP

.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI

.

SlJMME:R WORK
Good Pay - Out of State
Long Hours - Apply in P~rson
Pl!J B Rm. 3E li.hurs. 4 - 6
INTERVIEWS at: 12:30, 3:30, 6:30

(A PROFESSIONALl BUSINESS FRATERNITY)

INVITES Alt BUSINESS, E·CONOMICS AND R-TV MAJORS
TO JOIN

IF YOU ARE LOOKl~G FOR:
•

An opportunity to develop your leadership and teamwork abil_ities.

•

A chance to make friends with others in your field of stvdy.

•

An avenue to show a prospective employer that you went beyond
the minimum classroom requirements.

HELP WANTED
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS OWNING A MOTORCYCLE OR FOUR-WHEEL-DRIVE VEHICLE. Combines ridi~g with
earning money by interviewing off-road .recreati?nis~s,. St~te.w1~e Off
Road Vehicle study mandated by the legislature 1s hmng mterv1e~ers
for spring and early summer weekends at selected off-road vehicle
sites in Eastern Washington. For details see notice at the Placement
Office.

OPPORTUNITIES
TIRED OF THE DRIVE FROM SPOKANE? Water, Power , County
road, nic~ views , ponds~ 10 minutes from Che ney only $860 per acre,
terms, Pioneer Land Brokers. 466-2020.

MUSIC MART
Pl...4CE MUSIC ORDERS THROUGH GALLERY OF ARTS. 235-8486.

-·· ·· -···,· .. ·~ . . . ....... ,.,
,

THEM

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
IS FOR YOU
APPl:.ICATIONS IN . KINGSTON 127
TflRU A'P.RIL 7th

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL EITHER 359-2522 or 235-4316
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Totem.Pole
Carved During
Indian Week

THE MAI~ CUTS AND NOTCHES are made by using the larger of Paul's two chain saws.

Photos and Story by Will Kuhlman

One of the activities of Indian Awareness Week was the carving of a
traditional totem pole in a not so traditional manner.
Mike Paul, coordinator of Indian Education for School District 81 in
Spokane, carves Northwest Coast Indian totem poles with chain saws as a
hobby.
Using a custom-made chain saw, Paul carved an authentic Tlinket
tribal pole which includes figures depicting the eagle, who sees all; the
coyote, who is wise and knowledgeable; and the bear, who is strong.
Paul carved the 16-foot totem as a favor to his friends at the Indian
Center. A finished pole of this size would normally cost about $1200.
The totem is scheduled to be erected in front of the EWU Longhouse.
Indian Awareness Week has events scheduled until Sunday as follows:
Thursday, 10:00 a.m. Indian Education, PUB
1: 00 p.m. Film "Indian" , PUB
Friday,
4:00 p.m. Indian Basketball, Phase II
7:00 p.m. Traditional War Dancing, Pavilion
Saturday, 12-5:00.p.m. "Free Dinner," Cheney High School
10:00 a.m .-2:00 p.m. Indian Basketball, Pavilion
7:00-12:30 p.m. Traditional War Dancing, Pavilion
Sunday,
10:00 a .m. Basketball Playoffs, Phase III
I :00 p.m. Indian Karate Club, Phase III
THE TOTEM QUICKLY takes shape as Paul
works from top to bottom.

i

PAUL USES HIS small custom-made saw to put in the
final details such as teeth and eyes.

USE YOUR CREDfT UNION
FINANCING PAOORAM
USE THE CAPITOL

"BUDGET PAY PUN"
MOST CARS ANO TRUCKS

RADIALS

POLYESTER

BEL1ED

4-PLY POLVESTER

78 SERIES-2+2 WHITEWALLS

2D.DMILE ,:READWEAR WARRANTY

32.DMILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY

Blackwall. A dependable tire at a
very popular price. Lifetime road
hazard, workmanship and material
warranties.

Two polyester body plies & 2 fiberglass belts. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials warranties.

SIZE

SIZE

GROUP PRICE

A78·13 .... . .......
C78-14 ..... . .... . .
E78-14 ............
F78·14 ............
G78·14 ............

F E T.

18.48 . ... I G9
21.36 .
I 93
22.44 . .. .. 2 13
22.84 . . . . 2 26
23.56 . . ... 2 42

G78-15 .......... .. 24.49 ... .

2 45

COMPACT

GROUP PRICE

A78·13, ...........
B78-13 ....... . .. . .
C78·13 ............
C78·14 . . ..........
E78-14 .... . .. . ....
F78·14 ............
G78·14. : . .........
H78·14 ............
G'?'8·15 .... . ... . .. .
H78-15 .......... . .
L78-15 . . .. ... .. . . .

25.49 ...... 1.7 1
26.61 ...... 1 82
27.44 ...... 1 95
27.71 .. .. . . 1.91
28.33 ...... 2. 19
29.59 . . . . . . 2 34
31.47 . . .. 2 4 7
33.32 . . .... 2 70
31.73 . . ... 2 55
34.07 .. . . 2 77
37.69 .. . . 3 05

for prleea

11,IDt 1111£ TREADWEAR WARRMTY
Tubeless, blackwalls and whit&
walls.• Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and materials warranties.
SIZE

GROUP PR!_CE

F.E.T.

CUSTOM WHEELS

BLACK WALLS & WHITE WALLS

78 SERIES STEEL RADIAL

COMPACT STEEL RADIAL

40.IDt MllE TREADWEAR WARRANTY

5DJmM1LE TREADWEAR WARRANTY

Whitewalls. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials warranties.

Two tough steel belts with 2 nylon
cord plies. Tubeless blackwalls. Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and
materials warrant ies.

SIZE

GROUP PRICE

F.E.T.

BR78·13 ........... 35.39 ... ... 1 99
ER78·14 ........... 39.52 . . . . . . 2 .40
FR78·14 ........ , . 40.69 . .. .. . 2 58
GR78·14. : . ...... . 42.56 . ... . . 2.76
HR78-14 .......... 45.67 .. . . .. 2.96
FR78·15 .......... 41.69 .. . .. . 2 59
GR78·15 .......... 43.61 .. .. .. 2.83
HR78,15 .......... 46.54 . . .. .. 3.03
JR78-15 ........... 47.68 . ..... 3. 19
LR78·15 ....... .... 49.72 .. . .. . 3.34

COMPACT FABRIC RADIAL
. . MU TIBDWUR WARRANTY

GROUP PRICE

155SR13 ....... ... 27.59 ... ... 1.68
165SR13 .......... 27.72 .. . . . . 1.84
175SR13 .. ........ 29.71 . . ... . 1 ~97
165SR14 .......... 29.69 . . ... . 1.96
175SR14 .......... 31.72 . .. ... 2 .15
15bSR15 .... ...... 29.63 ... .. . 1.92
165SR1,5 ..... . .... 31.« . . . ... 2.07
185/70R·15 ........ 36.59 . . . .. . 2.23

560-15 •. . .•..•..•. 18.50 . .. ... 1.73
600·15 •...•....... 19.50 .... .. 1. 78
• Add $2.00 for whitewalls

Convenient Loeatlous
SEATTLE
TACOMA
422 SO. Forest

2628 S. Tacoma Way

(509) 535-8733

(206) 624-8970

(206) 473-1550

WEEKDAYS - 8 AM. to 6 P,M .

. SATURDAY - 8 A.M . to5 P.M.

UNIVERSltY MEMBERSHIP IDENTIFICATION IS REQUIRED

CltCAPITC!!!~g~~~~,~~~S,INC.
OVER 3,300,000 TIRES SOLD
•

1.54
1.62
1 71
1.81

2.11
2.22

2 13
2.55
1 60
1 80

1 93

2 24

TRUCK/CAMPER
78 SERIES BELTEO
TUBELESS
Size

LOoicl
Hwy
Ran2 e O.alan F.E.l .

-G78·15 D
H78-15 C
H78-15 D
L78·16(tt) D

SPOKANE
6422 Second Ave.

F.E.T,

F.E.T.

155SR12 .••••...•. 26.51 . .. . . . 1.52

600-12 .•.•..... ... 17.50 ... .. . 1.48
560·13 .•.......... 11.~o .. . . .. 1.54
600-13 ............ 18.50 ..... . 1.56
P155/800-13 ••..... 19.50 . . ... . 1.43
560·14 •.........•. 18.50 ..... . 1.57

C,ROUP PRICE

S IZE

155SR-12, ......... 29.24 .....
155SR,13....... . .. 32.33 ......
165SR-13.......... 32.45 ... .
175SR-13..... . .... 36.09 ....
175SR·14 . ......... 37.22 , ....
185SR·14 .......... 38.01 .. . ...
165SR·15 . .... . . .. . 36.68 ......
185SR-15 . ... . . . ... 41.69 . . ....
W IDE 70 SERIES
175/70HR-12 .. .. .. 35.09 . . . . .
175170JiR·13 ....... 39.09 . ....
185170HR·13 ... . ... 39.29
..
195/70HR·14 .... ... 48.55 , .

Top qu~llty tubeless blackwalls. Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and
materials warranties.
SIZE

F.E T.

(Mud and Snow tires no1 ,n c lucled I

40.90
41 .93
44.73
48.96

Trac .
0.1111n

FE T,

3 52 42.90 3 43
3 62 43.93 4 11
3 55 46.79 3 75
4 12 51.71 4 16

'Tube Type

CAMPER - ryJPLEX TYPE
NYLON CORu-TUBELESS
Load H igh-

Size

Range way

800-16.5
800-16.5
_ ___, 875•16.5
95().16.5
10·16.5
10-16.5
12-16.5
12·16.5

Thia la a partial list only. Call your
neare.t warehouse for complete price
brochure.

Mud

F.E.T. & Snow

C 43.00 3.25
0 45.84 3.42
0 50.68 3.92
0 55.86 4.46
C 55.97 4.53
0 60.83 4.83
0 67.97 5.58
E 72.90 5.95

F.E.T.

3.37
3.56
52.97 4.07
58.93 4.62
60.74 4 .54 .
44.00
46.84

62.92

4.74

70.67
76.64

5.80
6.25

04•332· 13789

I

FOR EASTERN WASHING TON UN.IVERSITY

